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A fragile topological insulator (FTI) can be viewed as an almost-atomic insulator, with emergent
negative charges localized at certain real space points, even though the underlying lattice Hilbert
space contains only positively charged states. Fragile topology in free fermion systems has been
fruitfully studied using modern topological band theory. However, the concept is well defined even
for strongly correlated systems, and fragile states that cannot be realized within free fermion band
theory exist abundantly. In this work we propose a rather general parton construction for such
correlation-enabled FTIs. In our parton construction the associated gauge symmetries are com-
pletely Higgsed, resulting in only short-range entangled states. The effective negative charges in
the FTIs emerge naturally as the remnants of negatively charged partons. For spinful electrons
with SU(2) spin-rotation symmetry, the fragile phases can be viewed as FTIs of charge-2, spin
singlet bosonic Cooper pairs. We discuss a few examples of correlated FTIs for both spinless and
spinful fermions, including some “featureless Mott insulators” on the honeycomb lattice previously
discussed in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interplay between symmetry and entanglement
plays a major role in modern many-body quantum
physics. An elegant illustration of such interplay comes
from the study of symmetry-protected topological (SPT)
phases of matter[1]. By definition, SPT phases cannot be
adiabatically deformed into unentangled tensor product
states (or “atomic insulators”) as long as certain sym-
metries are unbroken. Prototypical examples include the
Haldane-AKLT spin chain and the free fermion topolog-
ical insulators.
Motivated by the study of electronic insulators, much
attention has been focused on systems with a global
symmetry group G that contains a U(1) subgroup (i.e.
charge conservation). A novel subclass of SPT phases
in such systems was proposed recently, known as fragile
topological insulators (FTIs)[2, 3]. An FTI is nontriv-
ial on its own, but can be adiabatically and symmet-
rically deformed to an atomic insulator when coupled
with another atomic insulator. An atomic insulator is
labeled by the content of localized particles on each real
space point within a unit cell, i.e. how many particles
(charges) are localized at each point and what quan-
tum numbers (such as lattice angular momentum) these
particles carry. The charges are typically localized at
some high-symmetry points in real space, also known
as Wyckoff positions. A truly unentangled atomic in-
sulator in a system of positively charge particles would
contain a non-negative electric charge at each Wyckoff
position. In contrast, an FTI has both positively and
negatively charged Wyckoff positions, and can be de-
formed to a truly unentangled atomic state only when it
is coupled to another positively charged atomic insula-
tor that “neutralizes” all the negative charges of the FTI.
The emergence of negative charges in an FTI is a result
of the nontrivial (symmetry-protected) many-body en-
tanglement. In Fig. I we illustrate these concepts with
an example of spinless fermions on a honeycomb lattice
at half-filling – this example will play an important role
in the rest of this paper.
Fragile topology was first proposed within the free
fermion band theory[2], and has played a surprisingly in-
teresting role in recent study of the magic angle twisted
bilayer graphene[5]. The concept of fragile topology
based on adiabatic deformations, however, is well de-
fined even for strongly correlated systems and has been
discussed in detail in Ref. [6] (see also Ref. [7]). Interest-
ingly, there are strongly correlated FTIs that cannot be
realized within free fermion band theory, as first demon-
strated also in Ref. [6]. In fact, it is well known that the
example illustrated in Fig. I on honeycomb lattice cannot
be realized within band theory. The study of such cor-
related FTIs requires tools beyond band theory. In par-
ticular, it is desirable to have a better understanding of
the emergence of the localized effective negative charges.
Ref. [6] approached this problem using the trick of charge
conjugation operation, in which negative charges appear
naturally as the conjugate of positive ones.
In this work we develop a complementary approach to
construct and analyze correlated FTIs using the parton
trick (for reviews of the trick see Ref. [8, 9]). Roughly
speaking, partons are fictitious particles introduced to
capture the non-trivial many-body entanglement in ex-
otic phases. For example, as we will show in detail in
Sec. III, for the FTI in Fig. I the relevant parton con-
struction starts by re-writing the electron anihilation op-
erator as
c = ψ1ψ2ψ3, (1)
where ψ1,2,3 are fermionic partons. Many interesting
phases can be constructed out of simple mean-field states
of the partons – the most familiar examples are fractional
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2FIG. 1. An example of fragile topology on honeycomb lattice
with spinless electrons at half-filling, i.e. 〈c†i ci〉 = 1/2 for
every lattice site where ci, c
†
i are the electron annihilation
and creation operators on site i. In the fragile phase there
is a positive charge qe = 1 localized on every edge of the
lattice, and an emergent negative charge qv = −1 localized
on every vertex. The emergent negative charge is a result
of many-body entanglement. If we “neutralize” the negative
charge by coupling the fragile phase with another trivial (i.e.
unentangled) atomic insulator with only qv = 1, the total
system can be adiabatically deformed to an atomic limit with
positive charge only (qe = 1). As we will see in Sec. III,
this fragile phase can be realized only with strong electron-
electron interactions. In fact its trial wavefunction has been
constructed in Ref. [4] as an example of “featureless Mott
insulator”.
quantum Hall states and quantum spin liquids. Depend-
ing on the details of the mean field states, the ψ1,2,3 par-
tons can be assigned different electric charges, satisfying
the constraint q1 +q2 +q3 = 1 (we define electron charge
to be 1). The charge assignment corresponding to the
FTI in Fig. I is q1 = q2 = 1 and q3 = −1 – in this
case ψ3 is an emergent particle with negative charge,
and is ultimately responsible for the effective negative
charges at the vertices. More generally, in our parton
approach the emergent negative charges in FTIs can be
simply attributed to some negatively charged partons.
This provides a relatively simple picture of fragile topol-
ogy in correlated systems. Amusingly, this state has
been discussed in Ref. [4] as an example of a “featureless
Mott insulator”[10, 11] (defined as a fully symmetric and
gapped state without intrinsic topological order) on a
half-filled honeycomb lattice, before the notion of fragile
topology even appeared. Armed with this understand-
ing, we can easily construct other fragile phases with
different charge distribution patterns on various lattices.
We discuss several illuminating examples in Sec. IV. As
we will see, a unifying feature of these parton construc-
tions is that the gauge symmetries associated with the
partons are completely broken (or Higgsed), so that the
resulting states are all short-range entangled, with no
active gauge field remain at low energy.
In Sec. V we extend our discussion to spin-1/2 elec-
trons with SU(2) spin rotation symmetry. The only
difference is that localized charges must form spin sin-
glets to preserved the SU(2) symmetry, which in turn
requires the charge at each point to be an even integer.
In other words, atomic and fragile insulators of spin-1/2
fermions can all be viewed as those formed by tightly
bound charge-2, spin singlet bosonic Cooper pairs. In-
terestingly, as we will show, some of these fragile Cooper
pair insulators can also be adiabatically deformed to a
“strong Mott insulator”, defined as a charge insulator
with exactly one localized electron per lattice site (the
original definition of a Mott insulator). A strong Mott
insulator essentially corresponds to a pure spin model,
although the Hamiltonian can be more complicated than
the simple Heisenberg model. In this limit, there is no
effective negative charge: instead, the quantum entan-
glement is stored purely in the spin degrees of freedom,
and such insulators can be viewed as quantum paramag-
nets. We dub such fragile insulators “fragile topological
paramagnets”. We will also show that some of the “fea-
tureless quantum paramagnets” (again defined as fully
symmetric and gapped states without intrinsic topologi-
cal order) on honeycomb lattice discussed in Ref. [4] are
in fact early examples of fragile topological paramagnets.
In fact, we will show that any featureless quantum para-
magnets realized on a half-filled honeycomb lattice, with
one orbital per site, is necessarily fragile.
Before starting our detailed discussions, we first review
several basic notions required to precisely define fragile
topology in correlated systems in Sec. II, in a language
that will be convenient for our purpose.
II. BASIC NOTIONS
The goal of this section is to review the precise defi-
nition of fragile topology in correlated systems, in a lan-
guage convenient for our later discussions.
First, we will consider systems with a global U(1)
charge symmetry, together with other lattice and inter-
nal symmetries. Crucially, the underlying Hilbert space
should contain only states with positive (or at least zero)
U(1) charge. In other words, the Hilbert space consists
of a vacuum with non-negative charge, and positively
charged particles on top of the vacuum. We dub this
property of Hilbert spaces charge positivity. If we have
a lattice system with finite Hilbert space dimension per
unit cell, then we can always make it charge positive by
redefining the vacuum charge.
Next, we will consider ground states that are (a) short-
3range entangled and (b) do not have protected gapless
(or more precisely anamalous) boundary modes. As ar-
gued in Ref. [12], such states can be “dimensionally re-
duced” to a stack of (0 + 1)d states. To describe such a
state, it is sufficient to enumerate the symmetry quan-
tum numbers associated with each Wyckoff position in
real space. For example, consider a Wyckoff position i
invariant under a Cni point group symmetry in 2D. We
can associate to it a U(1) charge qi and a Cni eigenvalue
(angular momentum) li (and other internal symmetry
quantum numbers if necessary). The interpretation is
that if we keep only the internal symmetries and Cni ,
we can completely dis-entangle the ground state, and the
remaining product state will have total Cni eigenvalue
li and total charge qi (mod ni). Alternatively, one can
also define the effective charge via topological response:
the effective charge can be determined from either the
fractional charge carried by a lattice disinclination[7] or
the lattice angular momentum carried by a magnetic flux
quanta[7, 13]. In either approach, it is clear that the ef-
fective charge qi is defined only mod ni. Similar logic
also applies in 3D: the charge qi at point i is defined
mod ni where ni is determined by the point group sym-
metry at i. In this paper we will mostly focus on 2D
systems, except in Sec. IV C.
Although each qi is defined only mod ni, the total
charge in each unit cell is given by the filling factor ν ∈ N:
∑
i∈unit cell
qi = ν. (2)
A strongly correlated insulator is defined to be fragile
if
1. the underlying Hilbert space is positively charged,
2. the ground state is short-range entangled and has
no protected gapless (or anomalous) boundary
mode. This implies that qi is well defined for each
Wyckoff position i.
3. Eq. (2) has no non-negative solution, i.e. the effec-
tive charges at some Wyckoff positions are neces-
sarily negative.
A consequence of this definition is that many phases
that are fragile within free fermion theory become non-
fragile once strong interactions are introduced[7]. This
is because while the angular momentum carried by each
individual localized particle is well defined within free
fermion theory, only the total angular momentum at
each point remains well-defined with interactions.
Here we are interested in FTIs that cannot be realized
within free fermion band theory. In principle there are
two slightly different notions of such correlated FTIs. An
FTI may be realizable within band theory if the Hilbert
space of each unit cell is sufficiently large, but requires
strong correlation when the lattice Hilbert space is more
restricted. A stronger type of correlated FTI would re-
quire strong interactions for any lattice Hilbert space
that is consistent with the symmetries and charge posi-
tivity – we call such FTIs intrinsically correlated. Next
in Sec. III we will discuss an example of intrinsically cor-
related FTI.
III. AN EXAMPLE ON HONEYCOMB
LATTICE
We now discuss the particular example of the FTI
shown in Fig. I. It is well known that this insulator (or
any other insulating state) cannot be realized in a free
fermion tight-binding model defined on a honeycomb lat-
tice with all the standard symmetries (U(1) charge con-
servation, lattice translations and rotations and time-
reversal). It is also true that even if we extend the
Hilbert space, for example by introducing additional or-
bits at the edge or plaquette centers, this particular FTI
is still unrealizable with free fermion models. This can
be shown using the tool of symmetry indicators (also
known as topological quantum chemistry)[14, 15]. To
make our discussion self-contained, we briefly review the
symmetry indicator argument in Appendix A.1
We now proceed to construct the FTI state using the
parton trick. We start from the parton decomposition in
Eq. (1). However we will use a slightly different notation
for later convenience:
c = f†0f+f−, (3)
where f0,+,− are canonical fermion operators. Eq. (3)
differs from Eq. (1) by charge-conjugating one of the par-
tons. The physical states are represented in the parton
Hilbert space as
|0〉 = f†0 |Ω〉,
c†|0〉 = f†−f†+|Ω〉, (4)
where |Ω〉 is the parton vacuum state: f0,+,−|Ω〉 = 0.
We further define another set of fermions f1,2,3:
fa =
1√
3
(
f0 + e
−ia2pi/3f+ + eia2pi/3f−
)
, (5)
where a ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Our parton mean field Hamiltonian takes the form
HMF =
∑
ij
∑
ab
(tij)abf
†
a,ifb,j + h.c., (6)
1 This makes our FTI more intrinsically correlated than the sim-
plest “featureless Mott insulator”[10], which has one positive
charge at each hexagon plaquette center and no negative charge
(and is therefore not fragile). Although both states require
strong interactions on a half-filled honeycomb lattice, the non-
fragile state can be trivially realized within free fermion theory
if we add an extra orbital at each hexagon center.
4where i and j are site labels and (a, b) ∈ 1, 2, 3 label the
parton orbitals at each site as defined in Eq. (5). The
hopping parameters tij (determined by the form of the
mean field) are given by:
tij =
−t 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
 ij =
0 0 00 −t 0
0 0 0
 ij =
0 0 00 0 0
0 0 −t
 ij = ,
(7)
where t is a positive constant. The interpretation is that
each orbital fa only hops along a specific bond as in
Fig. 2. By Eq. (5) we can interpret f0,+,− as orbitals
with lattice angular momenta (eigenvalues under site-
centered C3 rotations) {1, ei2pi/3, e−i2pi/3}.
FIG. 2. (a) Parton orbitals for Example 1. (b) Ground state
of mean-field Hamiltonian (6).
The mean field Hamiltonian Eq. (6) is clearly invari-
ant under lattice and time-reversal operations – the only
minor subtlety is that mirror reflections exchange f+ and
f−. Therefore, in order for c to be invariant, all the f
fermions in Eq. (3) should pick up an extra minus sign
under mirror reflections. It also has the charge U(1) sym-
metry, with f1,2,3 all assigned with charge q = 1 – this
requires f0,+,− to also have charge q = 1, fully consistent
with the parton decomposition Eq. (3).
The ground state of HMF is a tensor product of local-
ized hopping partons, as visualized in Fig. 2(b). Such a
state corresponds to very localized interactions between
the particles; in principle, one could allow the partons
more freedom to disperse throughout the lattice at the
zeroth-order mean-field level, but the qualitative picture
(namely the topological aspects) would not change.
We now analyze the state beyond mean-field level.
There are two complementary ways to do so. One can
take the mean field ground state and project back to the
physical Hilbert space through Eq. (4). The resulting
state is in general complicated but can be analyzed nu-
merically. For the particular state from the mean field
Eq. (7) the numerical analysis has been done in Ref. [4],
and it was found that this parton state is short-range en-
tangled (namely has no topological or gapless order) and
has no spontaneously broken symmetry. Alternatively,
one can analytically include the fluctuation beyond mean
field by examining the gauge symmetries associated with
the mean field state.
Gauge symmetry can be analyzed as follows: the par-
ton decomposition Eq. (3) comes with an SU(3) gauge
symmetry  f†0f+
f−
→ U
 f†0f+
f−
 , (8)
where U is an SU(3) matrix. An important question
is: how much of this gauge group is kept unbroken by
the mean field Hamiltonian Eq. (6)? The gauge symme-
try preserved by the mean field state is also known as
the invariant gauge group (IGG)[8] or low-energy gauge
group[9]. In general, at low energy and long distance,
a fluctuating gauge field with the gauge group IGG will
couple to the partons and may significantly modify the
mean field dynamics. However, by inspecting Eq. (6)
and (7), there is no nontrivial SU(3) gauge transform
that leaves the mean field invariant – we show this in
detail in Appendix. B.
Since the IGG is completely trivial, there is no fluctu-
ating gauge field needed in the low energy description.
The physical state is therefore gapped and fully symmet-
ric just like the mean field parton state. The triviality
of the gauge group also means that there is no intrin-
sic topological order – the state is short-range entan-
gled. The trivial IGG also implies that the symmetry
transformation properties of the f fermions determined
above (like their C3 eigenvalues) are unambiguous, since
there is no gauge symmetry left to redefine the symmetry
transformations.
The parton mean field theory does not lead to any
protected gapless edge mode. The triviality of IGG im-
plies that the physical state also has no protected gapless
edge mode. We therefore expect the resulting insulator
to be either trivially atomic or at most fragile. Since
gauge fluctuations are suppressed, the effective electric
charge at each point in real space can be determined di-
rectly from the parton mean field theory. As illustrated
in Fig. 2, effectively there is one f fermion localized on
each bond of the honeycomb lattice, so we assign each
bond center an electric charge 1. The sign of t in Eq. (7)
is such that the f fermion living on the bond has inver-
sion eigenvalue 1. On each lattice site effectively there is
no f fermion remained – however this does not mean that
it has zero charge, since by Eq. (4) the parton vaccum
state |Ω〉 should have charge −1. We therefore assign
a charge −1 to each lattice site. The total charge in
each unit cell is therefore 3 − 2 = 1, in agreement with
the microscopic charge filling. As we promised earlier,
this is exactly the state illustrated in Fig. I. The effective
negative charge simply comes from the negatively charge
5parton vacuum |Ω〉, or equivalently a negatively charge
parton f†0 in Eq. (3).
IV. MORE EXAMPLES
Below, we generalize our construction used in Sec. III
and present further examples of correlated FTIs, in spin-
less fermion lattice systems with fillings that do no al-
low band insulators (so that the resulting insulators con-
structed clearly require strong correlations).2
Let us first outline the general strategy we will be em-
ploying, systematizing what was done in Sec. III. Our
general approach is to draw a distribution of positive
and negative charges in the unit cell that gives the de-
sired net filling. We interpret those charges as partons
constitutive of the physical fermion field and rearrange
them within the lattice, making sure to retain correct
quantum numbers for the physical particles.
In all cases, we use a parton decomposition with 2m+1
fermion partons
c = f1f2...fm+1f
†
m+2f
†
m+3...f
†
2m+1, (9)
with each fermion parton f carrying electric charge 1.
This introduces an SU(2m + 1) gauge symmetry. We
then spread the f fermions to form localized positive
charges at various points within each unit cell. On a
Wyckoff position i where the physical c fermion is de-
fined, however, the effective charge is ni = nf − m
since the physical charge vacuum state has the fermions
{fm+2, ...f2m+1} filled. This on-site effective charge can
then be negative with appropriate choices of nf . In this
construction the effective negative charges only sit on
the Wyckoff positions where the physical fermions are
defined. This does not loose any generality since we
can always adiabatically move all the negative charges
to those positions, possibly by creating more positive
charges elsewhere[16]. Finally, if there is still a nontrivial
gauge symmetry (IGG) that is not broken, we add var-
ious local symmetry-preserving terms to the mean field
Hamiltonian to ensure that the SU(2m+ 1) gauge sym-
metry is completely Higgsed – the Higgs terms will not
affect the charge distribution as long as they are not large
enough to close the mean field gap. Typically the Higgs
terms are not completely on-site – for example, in Sec. III
they live on the links. Intuitively such non-on-site Higgs
terms are the sources of the remaining short-range en-
tanglement in the fragile topological phases.
2 One could also go through a similar exercise as in Appendix A
to check if the FTIs in this section are intrinsically correlated
(independent of Hilbert space structures). However the task
becomes quite tedious and un-illuminating for more complicated
examples so we do not attempt to do it here.
A. Honeycomb lattice
With our first example on the honeycomb lattice in
Sec. III, we have mostly worked in the real space orbital
basis, explicitly transforming to the angular momentum
basis for clarity of some expressions. However, it will be
most convenient for the host of proceeding examples to
work in the basis of irreducible representations (irreps)
of the relevant site symmetry (i.e. point) groups on the
various lattices, since this allows one to see immediately
how both the partons and the physical particles trans-
form under symmetry operations.
1. A simple example
FIG. 3. (a) Physical U(1) charge distribution for second par-
ton construction on the honeycomb lattice. (b) Distributing
parton orbitals in cell centers to orbitals centered around the
sites. Each site has three nearest cell center neighbors.
We can see how this works for another simple state
on the honeycomb lattice, with a U(1) charge distribu-
tion shown in Fig. 3(a), with charge 3 at each plaquette
center and −1 on each site. To motivate the parton con-
struction, we imagine “smearing” three fermionic par-
tons from each plaquette center into six discrete orbitals
within the plaquette associated with the hexagonal ver-
tices, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The three orbitals at each
lattice site decompose into irreps of that site symmetry
group, C3v, as:
A1 ⊕ E (10)
For this and all ensuing examples, representations la-
beled by A and B are one-dimensional, and those labeled
by E are two-dimensional, and denote the independent
components of the two-dimensional E1 representation as
E+1 and E
−
1 . This motivates the same parton decompo-
sition as in our first example, now written in the new
notation as:
cs = f
†
s,A1
fs,E+fs,E− , (11)
6where s denotes the lattice site and we make the identi-
fications 0↔ A1, +↔ E+, and − ↔ E−.
These six orbitals enclosed within each hexagon in
Fig 3(b) decompose into irreps of the plaquette center’s
site symmetry group, C6v, as:
A1 ⊕B1 ⊕ E1 ⊕ E2. (12)
Essentially they correspond to the six different C6 angu-
lar momenta. A mean-field Hamiltonian yielding a sym-
metric ground state with a filling factor of three partons
per unit cell is:
HMF =−t
[∑
p
(
f†p,A1fp,A1 + f
†
p,E+1
fp,E+1
+ f†
p,E−1
fp,E−1
)]
+
t
2
∑
s
f†sfs, (13)
where p labels a plaquette in the lattice, s labels a site,
and the final on-site sum ensures that the Fermi level
lies within the energy gap. The fermions fp,R are linear
combinations of the six real-space orbitals and transform
like the irrep R of C6v; for example, fp,A1 =
1√
6
(
f1 +
f2 + f3 + f4 + f5 + f6
)
. As in the previous case, the
parton vacuum has electric charge −1. This leads to the
charge distribution as in Fig. 3(a).
2. A slightly less simple example
FIG. 4. (a) Physical U(1) charge distribution for third par-
ton construction on the honeycomb lattice. (b) Distributing
parton orbitals in cell centers to orbitals centered around the
sites. Each site has three nearest cell center neighbors.
We will examine one more example on the honeycomb
lattice which introduces a new subtlety. The physical
U(1) charge distribution of the state is given in Fig. 4(a),
and we spread fermionic partons from the plaquette cen-
ter in the same manner as above. However, the previous
parton decomposition Eq. (3) will not be able to easily
describe the −2 charge on the lattice sites since the par-
ton vacuum only has −1 charge. We can overcome this
by simply introducing two more partons, transforming
under C3v group elements as the E irrep, which we will
label as the doublet
(
ψs,E+ , ψs,E−
)
. A parton construc-
tion for a totally-symmetric physical fermion is:
cs = fs,A1fs,E+fs,E−ψ
†
s,E+ψ
†
s,E− (14)
Now to reproduce the charge pattern in Fig. 4, we
can put the f fermions into filled orbits on the hexagons
just as in the last example. The only difference is that
we should fill five of the orbits, for example we can fill
all the orbits except fp,A1 . We then leave all the ψ
fermions un-occupied. Since the parton vacuum gives
charge −2 on the lattice sites, this reproduces the desired
charge distribution. However, this does not completely
Higgs the gauge symmetry – a U(2) gauge symmetry on
(ψE+ , ψE−) is not broken. Following the general strat-
egy outlined at the beginning of this section, we should
add terms that “hybridize” the
(
fs,E+ , fs,E−
)
orbitals
with the
(
ψs,E+ , ψs,E−
)
orbitals, in order to completely
Higgs the gauge symmetry. This line of reasoning leads
to the following mean field Hamiltonian:
HMF = −t
[∑
p
(
f†p,A2fp,A2 + f
†
p,E+1
fp,E+1
+ f†
p,E−1
fp,E−1
+ f†
p,E+2
fp,E+2
+ f†
p,E−2
fp,E−2
)
+ χ
∑
s
(
ψ†s,E+fs,E+ + ψ
†
s,E−fs,E− + h.c.
)]
+
t
2
∑
s
(f†s fs + ψ
†
sψs), (15)
where χ is a parameters that gives the Higgs hybridiza-
tion. Intuitively, this hybridization is necessary because
the unhybridized mean-field state has no ψ parton and
five f partons per unit cell, and a naive projection of this
unhybridized state into the physical Hilbert space would
give a trivial result. We also require χ to be relatively
small so that the charge distribution is not affected by
the Higgs hybridization.
One can make the following observation: if we redefine
the partons in the decomposition Eq. (14) as their charge
conjugation, namely cs = f
†
s,A1
f†s,E+f
†
s,E−ψs,E+ψs,E− ,
then the mean field Hamiltonian will flip sign. Now the
ground state has one f particle occupied at each plaque-
tte (the fp,A1 orbit), and two ψ fermions occupied at each
site, followed by appropriate f -ψ hybridization. The
parton decomposition requires that f and ψ fermions
carry −1 charge (instead of +1 previously), and the par-
ton vacuum (the state with f and ψ unoccupied) should
carry physical charge +3. This means that the plaque-
tte center should have charge −1 and the site should
have charge 3 − 2 = 1 (Fig. 5 left). This appears to be
7a different charge distribution than we obtained before
– but it should not because we have merely relabeled
the partons. The key is to realize that the charge at
a Cn rotation center is sharply defined only modulo n,
since one can always group n charges symmetrically dis-
tributed away from the center and count them in. In
this particular case, the two seemingly different charge
distributions differ by taking a group of +6 charges at
each plaquette and distribute them symmetrically to the
sites (Fig. 5). The bosonic version of this state has been
discussed in Ref. [6].
FIG. 5. Right: the charge distribution from the mean
field Hamiltonian Eq. (15), using the parton decomposi-
tion cs = fs,A1fs,E+fs,E−ψ
†
s,E+
ψ†
s,E− . Left: the charge
distribution from the same theory, but with partons re-
defined (or relabeled) using charge conjugation: cs =
f†s,A1f
†
s,E+
f†
s,E−ψs,E+ψs,E− . The two should be equivalent
since we have merely relabeled the partons. This is indeed
true since the two charge distributions are connected through
lattice homotopy[16].
B. Square lattice
There is no non-interacting, gapped model of spinless
fermions in s-orbitals centered on the links of a 2D square
lattice with a filling of one fermion per unit cell [15]. In
order to create a strongly correlated state with these
properties, we will again make use of the hybridized or-
bital technique, beginning with the charge pattern shown
in Fig. 6(a). The four orbitals derived from the partons
on the sites decompose into the following irreps of lattice
site symmetry group C4v:
A1 ⊕B1 ⊕ E (16)
In order to create a physical fermion operator, we allow
an additional (initially empty) orbital to sit on each link
in a B1 irrep, which we will label as B
′
1. The parton
construction is:
c` = f`,A1f`,B1f
†
`,B′1
, (17)
where ` labels a link and the irreps A1 and B1 are for
the link point group C2v. This time, the f`,B′1 and f`,B1
parton orbitals must be hybridized:
HMF = −t
[∑
s
(
f†s,A1fs,A1 + f
†
s,E+fs,E+ + f
†
s,E−fs,E−
)
+χ
∑
`
(
f†`,B′1f`,B1 + h.c.
)]
+
t
2
∑
s
f†sfs.
(18)
FIG. 6. (a) Physical U(1) charge distribution for parton con-
struction on the square lattice. (b) Distributing parton or-
bitals on lattice sites to orbitals centered around the links.
Each link has two nearest lattice site neighbors.
C. A 3D example
Conceptually there is no obstacle to generalize our par-
ton approach to 3D systems. Below we give a simple
example in 3D.
There is no non-interacting, gapped model of spinless
fermions in orbitals transforming like the Eg irrep (a two-
dimensional representation which is even under spatial
inversion, i.e. transforming like a pseudovector basis) of
point group D4h on the vertical links of a 3D tetragonal
lattice with a filling of one fermion per unit cell [15]. We
begin with one f parton at each of the four lateral faces
of the unit cell and one at each of the eight vertices, and
“smear” them in the manner shown in Fig. 7(b): the
partons from the faces are distributed equally between
the two nearest links, and likewise for those from the
vertices. This gives a total of six orbitals associated with
each link, and these decompose into irreps of the site
symmetry group D4h as:
2A1g ⊕B1g ⊕A2u ⊕ Eu (19)
Let the two copies of the A1g irrep in this decomposi-
tion be denoted A1g and A
′
1g. We next place four addi-
tional one-dimensional orbitals on-site, two transforming
as B2g, one as A2g, and the last as B1u.
The trick in this example is to notice that certain lin-
ear combinations of the one-dimensional irreps can be
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as the truly two-dimensional irreps under certain ele-
ments of D4h. For example, under four-fold rotations
about the z-axis:
f`,A1g + f`,B2g ↔ f`,A1g − f`,B2g , (20)
where ` labels the physical site on the link. We define
the following linear combinations of parton orbitals:
1√
2
(
f`,A1g + f`,B2g
)
≡ f`,α1
1√
2
(
f`,A1g − f`,B2g
)
≡ f`,β1
1√
2
(
f`,A2g + f`,B1g
)
≡ f`,α2
1√
2
(
f`,A2g − f`,B1g
)
≡ f`,β2
1√
2
(
f`,A2u + f`,B1u
)
≡ f`,α3
1√
2
(
f`,A2u − f`,B1u
)
≡ f`,β3
(21)
Then we propose the parton construction:
c`,Exg = f`,Exuf`,α1f`,α2f
†
`,α3
f†`,α′1
c`,Eyg = f`,Eyuf`,β1f`,β2f
†
`,β3
f†`,β′1 (22)
We show in Appendix C that the constructions Eq. (22)
indeed transform as the Eg irrep of D4h.
We are now ready to write down our mean-field Hamil-
tonian:
HMF = −t
[∑
f
f†f,Agff,Ag +
∑
v
f†v,A1gfv,A1g
+χ
∑
`
(
f†`,α1f`,α′1 + f
†
`,β1
f`,β′1 + h.c.
)]
+
t
2
∑
`
f†` f`, (23)
where f is the summation index for lateral faces (site
symmetry group D2h) and v is the summation index for
vertices (site symmetry group D4h). The χ term is a
symmetry-allowed hybridazation that ensures the trivi-
ality of IGG, as can be checked in a way similar to Ap-
pendix. B.
V. SPIN-1/2 ELECTRONS
So far we have focused on FTIs of spinless particles.
Motivated by real-life electrons, we now move on to dis-
cuss spin-1/2 fermions, assuming full SU(2) spin rota-
tion symmetry in addition to U(1) charge conservation
FIG. 7. (a) Physical U(1) charge distribution for parton con-
struction on the tetragonal lattice. (b) Distributing parton
orbitals on faces to orbitals centered around the links. Each
link has two nearest vertex neighbors (black orbitals) and
four nearest lateral face neighbors (grey orbitals). The un-
filled orbital on the link in this figure is schematic; as detailed
in the main text, we require four on-site orbitals for this con-
struction.
and lattice symmetries. Similar to the spinless case, an
atomic or fragile phase is labeled by the symmetry quan-
tum numbers at each Wyckoff position. The only totally
symmetric representation of the group SU(2) is the spin-
0 singlet, which in turn requires the electric charge to
be an even integer, since an odd integer charge neces-
sarily carries half-integer spin. Therefore an atomic or
fragile insulator of spin-1/2 fermions is always equiva-
lent to that of spinless, charge-2 bosons (Cooper pairs).
The discussions from Sec. III and IV applies straightfor-
wardly to this case: the only modification is to replace
the spinless fermion operator c by the Cooper pair oper-
ator b = c↑c↓ and change the partons f from fermionic
to bosonic. For example, one can construct a state rep-
resented again by Fig. I, but with charge +2 one each
edge and −2 on each vertex.
Another common way to construct a strongly cor-
related insulator, motivated by realistic systems with
strong local correlations, is to have exactly one electron
localized at each lattice site, which effectively converts
the electron system to a spin system – this is sometimes
called a “strong Mott insulator”. A fully symmetric
strong Mott insulator would corresponds to a quantum
paramagnet of the spin system. If this paramagnetic
insulator is short-range entangled and has no protected
edge mode, then from our discussion above it should be
adiabatically equivalent to a Cooper pair insulator, ei-
ther atomic or fragile3. A paramagnetic insulator adi-
3 Notice that there are plenty of counter-examples if either of the
two conditions is violated: a gapless spin liquid (long-range en-
tangled) or a spin quantum Hall state (with protected gapless
edge state) cannot be adiabatically connected to a Cooper pair
insulator, since the latter must necessarily contain only gapped
spin excitations, both in the bulk and on the edge.
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of Cooper pairs must necessarily possess some nontriv-
ial many-body entanglement. We therefore dub such
paramagnetic insulators as “fragile topological param-
agnets”.
Now several questions naturally arise: how do we de-
cide what type of Cooper pair insulator is equivalent
to a given paramagnet? Can we view all Cooper pair
insulators (atomic or fragile) as some kind of quantum
paramagnet? If not, what is the criterion? We answer
these questions below. We will focus on the case of two
spatial dimensions, although some of the arguments can
be straightforwardly generalized to higher dimensions.
A. Fragile topological paramagnets
If an atomic or fragile insulator can be adiabatically
deformed to a quantum paramagnet, say with one elec-
tron per lattice site, then this insulator must have the
same topological response properties as the quantum
paramagnet. In fact, since an SPT order is expected
to be fully characterized by its topological response un-
der various symmetry defects[17–19], an atomic or fragile
insulator is adiabatcially connected to a quantum para-
magnet if the two have the same topological response.
An important type of topological response is probed
by inserting a 2pi flux into the system, and asking how
the symmetry eigenvalues (quantum numbers) of the en-
tire system change – in other words, we measure the
symmetry quantum numbers of a monopole insertion op-
erator. The monopole quantum numbers are determined
by the topological properties of the underlying insulator.
The calculation is particularly simple when the insulator
is atomic or fragile[7, 13]: the rotation symmetry eigen-
value θ (i.e. lattice angular momentum) of the monopole
with respect to a Cn rotation center r is given by
θ(Crn) = e
iqr2pi/n, (24)
where qr is the U(1) charge effectively localized at
the center r. Physically this simply comes from the
Aharonov-Bohm phase as the monopole (or flux) moves
around the charge. The lattice momentum is then deter-
mined by combining rotations around different centers.
The monopole transforms trivially under the other (in-
ternal) symmetries like time-reversal or spin rotation,
since these symmetries do not participate in the SPT
order for an atomic or fragile insulator.
A quantum paramagnet with one electron per site by
definition has qr = 1 on the lattice sites and qr = 0 at
all the other Wyckoff positions. Therefore if an atomic
or fragile insulator can be deformed to a quantum para-
magnet, we must have
qr = 1 (mod n) on lattice sites,
qr = 0 (mod n) at all other rotation centers,
qr = 0 (mod 2) everywhere. (25)
Eq. (25) is a necessary condition for an atomic or fragile
insulator to be adiabatically deformable to a quantum
paramagnet. We also expect it to be sufficient, since
there is no other obstruction from the topological re-
sponse perspective. The condition Eq. (25) can also
be obtained from the “lattice homotopy” approach[6].
Notice that the first and third line in Eq. (25) im-
plies that the lattice site cannot have a C2 symmetry,
which is consistent with generalized Lieb-Schultz-Mattis
theorems[16].
It turns out the fragile insulator picturized in Fig. I
with charge 2 on the edges and charge (−2) at the ver-
tices of a honeycomb lattice (the bosonic version of the
example in Sec. III), is an example of fragile topological
paramagnet, as it satisfies Eq. (25). Another example,
also on a half-filled honeycomb lattice, is to have charge
6 at each hexagon center and charge (−2) at each ver-
tex, as this charge distribution also satisfies Eq. (25)
with one electron per site on everage – this is simply the
bosonic version of the example in Sec. IV A 1. An exam-
ple of FTI not adiabatically connected to a paramagnet
is the bosonic version of the example in Sec. IV A 2, with
charge −2 on the plaquette and +2 on the site. One can
show that any quantum paramagnet realized on a half-
filled honeycomb lattice cannot be completely atomic –
it has to be at least fragile. The proof is simple: sup-
pose we have an atomic insulator, with charge qv at each
vertex, qe on each edge, and qh at each hexagon center.
Half-filling means that 2qv + 3qe + qh = 2. With these
constraints, it is easy to see that Eq. (25) cannot be sat-
isfied with only positive charges.
The criteria in Eq. (25) may appear to imply that all
topological paramagnets in a given system are equiva-
lent, since they all have the same charge response. How-
ever this is not true since they may have different spin
response. Specifically, one can probe the system by in-
serting a 2pi flux seen only by the spin-up fermions f↑.
This can be viewed as a combination of pi flux for the
charge U(1) symmetry and pi flux for the Sz spin U(1)
symmetry4. Now consider a C2 rotation around a cen-
ter r (which cannot be the lattice site from Eq. (25))
on this spin-charge flux. A simple analysis gives the C2
eigenvalue of the flux
θspin−charge(Cr2) = e
iqrpi/2, (26)
which can differentiate qr = 0 from qr = 2 mod 4. For ex-
ample, the bosonic version of the example in Sec. III has
qe = 2, qh = 0 while the bosonic version of the example
in Sec. IV A 1 has qe = 0, qh = 6. By Eq. (26) these two
are clearly distinct fragile topological paramagnets. The
simplest example wavefunction constructed in Ref. [4]
corresponds to the former, with qv = −2, qe = 2, qh = 0.
4 Or more systematically, a pi flux for the charge U(1) symmetry,
combined with a Z2 flux for the spin SO(3) symmetry in which
the second Stiefel-Whitney class w
SO(3)
2 is nontrivial.
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VI. SUMMARY
In this work we have developed a parton approach
to construct and study various types of fragile topo-
logical insulators (FTIs), including those that cannot
be realized within free fermion band theory. The ba-
sic idea is that partons can effectively carry negative
charges, even when all the physical particles are posi-
tively charged. Those negatively charged partons then
serve as the source of the negative charges localized at
certain Wyckoff positions in real space. The parton
gauge symmetry in our construction is completely Hig-
gsed by design, so that the resulting many-body state is
short-range entangled, as required for an FTI.
Our construction appears to be quite general, and
leads us to conjecture (without proof) that an FTI that
cannot be realized within band theory can always be
realized in interacting systems, as long as the underly-
ing lattice Hilbert space remains nontrivial at the cor-
responding filling fraction. If this conjecture is cor-
rect, then the theory of fragile phases will be concep-
tually much simpler in interacting systems than in free
fermions. In free fermion theory, to describe a possible
FTI in real space, we need to specify not only the total
quantum numbers at each Wyckoff position, but also the
quantum numbers of each individual orbit at that posi-
tion. We then have to decide whether that real space
configuration can actually be realized in band theory.
These make the systematic theory of FTI in band theory
rather complicated (see for example Ref. [20]). In con-
trast, for interacting systems an FTI is specified only by
the total quantum numbers at each Wyckoff position[7].
Furthermore once the quantum numbers are specified,
we expect the state to be realizable in some interacting
systems since it will not be difficult, in principle, to engi-
neer a parton construction similar to the ones discussed
in this work.
We should note that parton constructions in general
do not lead to simple lattice Hamiltonians that can be
readily solved to realize the corresponding phases. This
is also true in our study, which only serves as a proof of
principle that those FTIs we constructed exist for some
local Hamiltonians. Our parton constructions do mo-
tivate some variational Gutzwiller-projected wavefunc-
tions that can be numerically tested. In fact the example
in Sec. III has been shown in Ref. [4] to be a symmetric
short-range entangled state.
We have also discussed FTIs in spin-1/2 electron sys-
tems, which can always be adiabatically viewed as FTIs
made of charge-2, spin singlet, bosonic Cooper pairs.
Amusingly, certain quantum paramagnets discussed pre-
viously in the literature (also known as “featureless Mott
insulators”)[4] are adiabatically connected to such FTIs
– we therefore dub these states “fragile topological para-
magnets”.
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Appendix A: Symmetry indicator analysis
We show that the FTI in Sec. III (Fig. I) cannot be re-
alized within free fermion band theory, irrespective of the
details of the underlying microscopic Hilbert space (as
long as it is compatible with the symmetry and charge
positivity).
We use the symmetry indicator technique[14, 15]. Es-
sentially we ask the question: if the FTI is realized using
some free fermion band structure, what would the lattice
symmetry eigenvalues look like in the Brillouin zone? We
shall see that the charge distribution in Fig. I necessarily
leads to an inconsistency in the symmetry eigenvalues,
therefore a band theory realization of the FTI does not
exist.
It turns out that we only need to focus on the lat-
tice C2 symmetry, say with respect to an edge center.
The lattice momenta that are invariant under C2 are
the Γ ((k1, k2) = (0, 0)) and the three M ((k1, k2) =
(0, pi), (pi, 0), (pi, pi)) points. The C2 eigenvalues of the
Bloch states are well defined at these four momenta. The
three +1 charges on the edge in each unit cell requires
at least three bands to realize, and it is straightforward
to work out their C2 eigenvalues in momentum space:
η × {1, eik1 , eik2}, where η = ±1 is an orbital angular
momentum that can be assigned by hand. The two −1
charges on the lattice sites in each unit cell requires two
bands, with C2 eigenvalues {1,−1} independent of mo-
mentum. Now if a band structure realizes the FTI, its
symmetry eigenvalue spectrum should correspond to the
difference between the positively and negatively charged
bands[2]. But it is obvious that the two bands cannot be
reasonably “subtracted”: for example, at Γ, their differ-
ence contains “−1” copies of the −η eigenvalue, which
does not make sense for a band structure.
To complete the argument, we should also analyze the
more general situation, where on each edge there are
n ≥ 1 positive charges and (n − 1) negative charges,
but with different orbital angular momentum – without
loss of generality we can take all positive bands to have
η = 1 and all negative bands to have η = −1. Similarly
on each lattice sites there are l ≥ 1 negative charges and
(l − 1) positve charges, and on each hexagon plaquette
center m ≥ 0 positive charges (say with orbital C2 angu-
lar momentum η′) and m negative charges (with −η′).
Repeating the above analysis, we find that the number
of +1 and −1 eigenvalues at Γ is
NΓ+ = 3n+ η
′m− 1,
NΓ− = −3n− η′m+ 2, (A1)
which could be all non-negative if η′ = −1, n = 1 and
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m ∈ {1, 2}. However, at (k1, k2) = (pi, pi) we have
NM+ = −n+ η′m+ 1,
NM− = n− η′m, (A2)
so if we take the above solution for η′, n,m we will neces-
sarily have NM+ < 0. Therefore a sensible band structure
that gives the FTI in Fig. I does not exist.
Appendix B: Gauge group analysis
We verify that the mean field ansatz discussed in
Sec. III has a trivial IGG. We can rewrite the mean-field
Hamiltonian Eq. (6) as:
HMF =
∑
ij
∑
ab
(Tij)abΨ
†
a,iΨb,j , (B1)
where
Ψi =
(
f1,i, f2,i, f3,i, f
†
1,i, f
†
2,i, f
†
3,i
)T
(B2)
and
Tij =

−t/2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 t/2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
 ij =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −t/2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 t/2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
 ij =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −t/2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 t/2
 ij = .
(B3)
We want to work in the basis where the SU(3) gauge
symmetry Eq. (8) is manifest, which will be denoted by
primes:
Ψ′i =
(
f†0,i, f+,i, f−,i, f0,i, f
†
+,i, f
†
−,i
)T
(B4)
Under this basis transformation the Hamiltonian looks
like:
HMF =
∑
ij
∑
ab
(T ′ij)abΨ
′†
a,iΨ
′
b,j , (B5)
where
T ′ij = −
t
6
×

−1 0 0 0 −1 −1
−1 0 0 0 −1 −1
−1 0 0 0 −1 −1
0 1 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0
 ij =

−1 0 0 0 −ω −ω
−1 0 0 0 −ω −ω
−1 0 0 0 −ω −ω
0 ω ω 1 0 0
0 ω ω 1 0 0
0 ω ω 1 0 0
 ij =

−1 0 0 0 −ω −ω
−1 0 0 0 −ω −ω
−1 0 0 0 −ω −ω
0 1 ω ω 0 0
0 1 ω ω 0 0
0 1 ω ω 0 0
 ij = .
(B6)
The only SU(3) element Ui satisfying:
(
U†i , Ui
)
T ′ij
(
Uj
U†j
)
(B7)
is the identity (this holds straightforwardly for the all
terms in HMF associated with different link orienta-
tions). The IGG is therefore trivial, as claimed in the
main text.
Appendix C: Parton transformations for the 3D
example
In Table C, we list the representations of group ele-
ments for the orbitals defined in (21), as well as for the
two-dimensional representations of the point group D4h.
E C4 C2 C
′
2 C
′′
2 i S4 σh σv σd
(α1,β1) 1 τx 1 τx 1 1 τx 1 τx 1
(α2,β2) 1 τx 1 −τx −1 1 τx 1 −τx −1
(α3,β3) 1 τx 1 −τx −1 −1 −τx −1 τx 1
(Exu ,E
y
u) 1 −iτy 1 −τx τz −1 iτy 1 τx τz
(Exg ,E
y
g ) 1 −iτy 1 −τx τz 1 −iτy −1 −τx −τz
TABLE I. Transformations of orbital pairs, listed in leftmost
column, under elements of the group D4h, listed in topmost
row. The symbol 1 denotes the 2x2 identity matrix, and
(τx, τy, τz) are the standard Pauli matrices. The α and β
orbitals are defined in Eq. (21).
Using these data, we are able to work out the manner
in which the physical fermion operators (22) transform.
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For example, under four-fold rotations about the z-axis:
f`,Exuf`,α1f`,α2f
†
`,α3
f†`,α′1 → f`,Eyuf`,β1f`,β2f
†
`,β3
f†`,β′1
f`,Eyuf`,β1f`,β2f
†
`,β3
f†`,β′1 → −f`,Exuf`,α1f`,α2f
†
`,α3
f†`,α′1
(C1)
This is precisely what we expect from the last row of Ta-
ble C; the case for the other group elements is completely
analogous.
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